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Executive Summary
This document is intended to be a guide for helping job seekers with disabilities understand the
impact of work on their benefits and their total financial well-being.
There are many different aspects to supporting
people in their quest for economic advancement.
Some of the processes and best practices are laid
out in this guide. Others will be developed with new
tools, resources and processes specific to your local
area and each individual person you support.
When you have questions, consult with a Work and
Benefits Planner (WBP) at the Hub, if you have been
assigned a mentor, you can reach out to them
directly.
Keep in mind this is a relatively new service and with experience, research, analysis and
evaluation we are developing new ways of doing business. We need to learn from each other
and share experience. If you have feedback on how to improve any process please share that
feedback with Abigail Helget, the Benefits Planning Capacity Builder at the MN Department of
Human Services, and/or discuss your ideas at the regular Benefits Planning Network meetings.

What this GUIDE is NOT
This Guide does not address your financial education and planning responsibilities. If you have
questions about financial education and planning please talk to your Progam Manager,
Vocational Rehabilitation (VR) Regional Area Manager (RAM).

Main Communications Channels

What do you need

Place to go

DB101 Benefit Lookup

DB101 Vault

Benefit Summary & Analysis (BSA)

Hub Work and Benefit Planner/Mentor

Work and Benefits Technical Assistance

Hub Work and Benefits Planner or DB101
chat

Questions about financial education and
planning

VR/IL Program Manager, VR Regional Area
Manager
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Financial & Benefits Planning
Step 1: Identify Need and Intake Prep









Receive referral or identify need for Benefits Planning
Gather necessary releases from the person that is making the referral ( Partner Release,
Social Security Administration [SSA], housing, Veteran’s Administration [VA], etc.)
o Each person will need two SSA-3288 releases signed. They can be found (by VR
staff) on the VR Sharepoint site or on the DB101 Partners tab.
o The release needed to share information between VR, the Centers for
Independent Living (CILS), Hub, Department of Huma Services (DHS) also known
as the Partner release, is required before any personal information about the
client can be shared. This release can also be found (by VR staff) on the VR
Sharepoint site or on the DB101 Partners tab.
Note: To speed the process, the person making the referral (often VR Counselors)
should get the signed releases from the participant and put the Benefit Coach’s name on
the release for Social Security.
Request a Benefit Planning Query (BPQY) from SSA (see instructions on page 8)
o In some instances the VR counselor will request the BPQY before sending the
referral. Work with your local VR office and your supervisor to determine the
best practice for your area.
Create a Contact in the Pro version of My Vault and Request a Benefits Lookup
o Create the individuals contact in your Pro Vault so you can do work on their
behalf.
o “Get a Benefits Lookup,” through your own Pro Vault using the Partner Release.
Schedule Intake Meeting
o Determine who needs to be in attendance at the intake meeting?
 VR Counselor, Placement Specialist, guardians, family members, case
managers, friends or other informal supports?
 If key members of the person’s team can not come to the meeting, are
there other ways to get information from them? For example a video
meeting, phone call, email or separate meeting?
o Contact the referral source about when the Intake meeting is scheduled

Step 2: Intake (Meeting 1)
•

Begin to complete the Benefits Planning Summary in your Pro Vault
 When: This activity should be started as soon as you have information about the
person to answer the questions. Start filling the information in as soon as you have
it - this may be prior to, during or after the intake meeting. There are some
situations that you don’t fill this out, if you have a separate intake that you use,
however using the Vault is preferred
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Why: This activity is meant to provide a place for you to gather information about
the person that is not collected in any other activity. It is available only to people
who have the “professional” DB101 Vault role. You can also easily share the
information with the person or others on the team.

Tips:
o Before the meeting look through the Benefits Planning Summary form and
referral paperwork to identify information you already have from other sources.
o Complete as much of it as time allows and as the person feels comfortable with.
o If the person does not have an earnings goal, or needs help figuring out an
earning goal contact the referral source to determine if there is already a work
goal. You can also help them determine their Living Wage at this website: Cost
of Living in Minnesota
Introduce DB101
o Show the Welcome video (1.5 minutes)
o Help the person create a MyDB101 account (instructions page 8 - 9):
• Create a MyDB101 account (may involve helping them get an email
address) and keep track of their logon and password,
In the Vault complete “Start a Plan,” through the person’s Vault
o When: This activity should be used when a person is not sure why they are in
the Benefits Planning Path, what they need, or what activities they should do. It
is generally not useful for professionals doing benefits planning because they
already know the person is on public benefits, is interested in work and has
questions about how work impacts benefits. This activity is generally helpful for
public users who are working on their own, without the help of a Benefit Coach.
o Why: This activity is meant to help users (public) navigate and be sure they are
in the right place, completing the right activities so that they have the best
information to help them plan and make informed decisions. We want to make
it clear that this path, and the following activities are to help understand how
work affects benefits. If they don’t have public benefits, aren’t interested in
working or don’t have any questions about how work affects benefits, then they
are probably not in the right place and we suggest other things like a quick
budget, or work and savings.
Request a Benefits Lookup through their DB101 Vault under Paths, Step 1, “Start a
Benefits Plan.”Note: You should always assist someone with requesting a Benefits
Lookup in their own Vault even if you have completed one in your own Pro Vault
already.
o When: This activity should be used for anyone who is interested in
understanding how work impacts their specific benefits. Benefit Coaches must
get a DB101 Benefit Lookup with every referral for benefits coaching services.
The Benefit Lookup must be requested and received at the very beginning,
before providing any advisement.
• At initial referral, as soon as Partner Release is received, request a
benefit lookup on behalf of the person.
• At Intake meeting, help the person request their own benefit lookup.
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Why: This activity is necessary to be sure you have the correct information on
the person’s specific state and federal benefits so that you are giving correct
information about benefits and advisement on the effect of work on those
benefits. It is also necessary to help ensure the information on file at the
benefit office (local county, Social Security, etc.) is accurate and the person is
getting all of the benefits they should be getting and not getting a benefit they
should not be getting.
If not already done, have person sign all necessary releases (samples page 23-25)
• VR/CIL/HUB/DHS
• SSA
• Housing (if applicable)
• Others as necessary
Build a Benefits Planning Team under Paths, Step 7
Schedule next meeting (include Work & Benefit Planner or any other people that are
part of the employment team, if necessary)Contact the referral source and let them
know when the next meeting is scheduled

Step 3: Request Benefits Information and Complete a Benefits Check-up
•

•

•

Request Benefit Lookup through your Pro Vault if you have not done this yet to get
benefits and income information from the Department of Human Services (DHS) and review
• See instructions on page 11-12
Review the BPQY to get details of SSA benefits and work history
• VR staff may have already requested the BPQY from BPQY or they have gotten the
releases for SSA completed so you will have this ahead of time. There many be times
however, that you will have to get the BPQY after the initial meeting..
• See instruction on page 10-11
Review BLU to confirm what benefits

•

Request and review housing or other benefits verification necessary. Contact each agency to
get benefit information not available through DHS or SSA.

•

Compare all information gathered to ensure that the individual you are working with is
receiving all benefits potentially eligible for and to see if there are any benefits someone is
receiving that may not be eligible

Step 4: Complete Benefits Planning Decision Guide
•

Complete a preliminary Benefits Planning Decision Guide on behalf of the consumer
through your Vault to determine if a DB101 estimator session and Benefit Report is enough
or if a full BS&A may be needed.
• When: This activity should be completed after verifying benefits, after the intake
meeting and again if/when you learn new information about the person’s benefits
or situation. Benefit Coaches must complete this activity and share it with the Hub
Work and Benefit Planner when requesting technical assistance, or a Benefit
Summary and Analysis (BS&A).
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•

•

Why: This activity is meant to help you determine what level of benefits planning
the person needs (Estimator, Estimator + technical assistance, or full Benefits
Summary and Analysis), and what type of assistance you might need to understand
and explain their benefit and work situation. It is available only to people who have
the “professional” DB101 Vault role.
Use information from the (as available) to gather information needed to complete
the Benefits Planning Decision Guide.
• Referral Paperwork (referral form, VR intake application, etc)
• BPQY,
• DB101 Benefits Look Up
• Benefits Planning Summary and;
Note: Completing the Decision Guide is an important step and should be done with
every person. It will help you think through and provide recommendations about the
level of assistance you and/or the person you’re working with will need to answer
benefit questions. Starting off, you will likely need to connect with a Work and
Benefits Planner on the majority of cases. As you learn and develop knowledge, you
will be able to answer questions and provide some benefits planning on your own.

Step 5: Complete a Work and Benefits Estimator and Write a Benefit
Report




Complete a Benefit and Work Estimator if someone is Path 1 or 2
o When: This activity should be completed after the intake meeting, prior to the
planning meeting. It should be used again during the planning meeting with the
person, if appropriate. Benefit Coaches should complete this this activity on
behalf of the person and review and understand the results prior to meeting
with the person. This activity is required for most people, except when the
person has a situation on Path 3 of the Benefits Planning Decision Guide and the
benefit or situation cannot be handled by the Estimator.
o Why: This activity (Benefits & Work Estimator) is meant to help a person see
what might happen to their benefits when they go to work so they can plan and
set goals.
o "Share this session" with the Work and Benefits Planner if you need technical
assistance, or if you are requesting a BS&A. See pages 14-15 for instructions.
o Note: When you first start doing benefits planning you should send ALL of your
estimator sessions to your mentor for review.
Write a Benefit Report either using the template for someone that is Path 1 and 2 or
someone that is Path 3 and needs a BSA. Note:There are separate templates and
instructions for these reports.
o When: This activity should be done after completing the Benefits Planning
Decision Guide and determining the person may need a full Benefits Summary
and Analysis (BSA). It must be done prior to the BSA HotDocs activity.
o Why: This activity is necessary to gather additional information needed to
complete a Benefit Summary and Analysis (BSA). It is intended to be used along
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o

with the “Get a Benefits Lookup” activity, and cannot be requested without that
activity being done first. It is also necessary to help ensure the information on
file at the lead agency is accurate. This activity is only available to certified
Community Partner Work Incentives Coordinators who have been assigned this
specific professional DB101 Vault role.
Use information that has been gathered in the Referral Paperwork, Benefits
Summary, BPQY, Benefits Lookup and Benefit and Work Estimator and any
other benefit verfications you have gathered to complete the Benefits Report.

Step 6: Requesting Technical Assistance and/or Benefits Summary and
Analysis from the Hub


Requesting Technical Assistance:
When you need basic technical assistance related to benefits (help sorting through benefits,
work incentives, reviewing the Benefit Report or other issues):
• Reach out to the Work and Benefits Planner or your mentor (if you’ve been
assigned one) directly to see if they are available
• Call the Hub 1-866-333-2466,
Or
• Start a DB101 chat
Note: If you reach out directly to the Hub or through DB101 chat, any Options Counselors
can help with general questions about benefits, but will connect you with an available Work
and Benefits Planner when the question or needed service is beyond their scope.



HUB Referral for Benefits Planning (Requesting a Benefits Summary and Analysis or more
in-depth Technical Assistance):
If you would like a Work and Benefits Planner to attend the planning meeting, if you think a
Benefits Summary and Analysis (BS&A) may be needed, or if the Work and Benefits Planner
who is your mentor is not available, contact the Hub directly by phone or chat.

Step 7: Prepare for Planning Meeting
•

•
•

•
•

Run DB101 Estimator session(s) again if needed using the person’s benefit information
(from the BPQY, DB101 Benefits Look Up and Benefits Planning Summary form), earning
goals, and/or Living Wage amount.
Review Benefits Planning Summary and Benefit Report Next Steps to identify any major
issues, goals, or follow ups that need to be addressed in next meeting.
Talk with VR Counselor & Placement Specialist (and others on employment team) about
person’s earnings goals, benefit concerns, and needs/wants, that haven’t been addressed
yet.
Gather appropriate resource referrals (use the Resource Directory, MinnesotaHelp.info,
etc.)
Gather any additional releases that are necessary (e.g., housing, VA, etc.)
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Step 8: Hold Planning Meeting
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Share resources you’ve gathered
Have person sign additional releases, if needed,
Complete steps 3-7 in the individual’s Vault if they have not already been completed in the
intake meeting
• Do a Quick Budget
• Adjust earnings and expenses to see how changes to earnings can affect
someone’s budget
• When: This activity should be used with the person when they need to see
what their bottom-line income will look like, including expenses not
included in the Estimator.
• Why: This activity is meant to help people see how much money they will
have in their pocket at the end of the month after expenses are paid. It is
especially helpful for people who are on the fence about working, are
unsure of how much they should work, or have financial concerns outside of
benefits. It can help people see the whole picture of earned income,
benefits, and their most common expenses so that they can make the best
decisions.
• Make a Work Plan
• When: This activity should be used after or while you talk with the person
about their employment goal(s) and before running an Estimator session.
Many people who are referred for benefit coaching services already have a
clearly defined work goal, some do not.
• Why: This activity is meant to help the person clearly identify and articulate
their work and earnings goal so that
• See How Work and Benefits Worker Together (Estimator Session) again if goals
have changed or additional information is needed
• Have person log into their MyDB101 account and share session with you
when done
• Show how to Talk to an Expert and how to add another earning goal, if
appropriate
Review results and check to make sure they’re consistent with financial goals,
Review the Benefit Report (if applicable)
Check in on goals and/or document new goals,
• Use the Benefit Report’s “Next Steps,” section
If necessary, introduce concept of Benefits Summary and Analysis and action steps.
• Remember to coordinate meeting with the Work and Benefits Planner if technical
assistance or BS&A is needed. The Work and Benefits Planner may help walk person
through any unanswered questions on the Benefits Planning Summary and gather
information needed to develop the BS&A.
Schedule follow-up meeting and let the referral source know when it is scheduled for
• If BS&A is needed, schedule with the Work and Benefits Planner to deliver the
BS&A
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•

•

If BS&A is not needed, follow up to give person time to digest information and come
back with questions, additional goals, etc.
Send Benefit Report to referral source

Step 9: Hold Follow-Up Meeting
•

•

If BS&A:
• Deliver the BS&A and review with participant
• Have printed copy of BS&A for the person
• Explain the Work and Benefits Planner will walk them through the details of
the BS&A
• If the Work and Benefits Planner is joining by phone, watch for body
language or cues that the person has questions or is not understanding
• Provide encouragement and support
• Along with the Work and Benefits Planner, confirm earning goal
• Review Benefit Report Next Steps and Important Things to Remember
• Add or change goals or action steps as needed
• Review who is responsible for doing what
• Identify any barriers to completing steps and help with solutions
If no BS&A
• Ask if they have any follow up questions about the DB101 estimator session, if
they’d like to run another estimator session with different earning goals, if they
have any questions or concerns about reaching their financial goals given estimator
results
• Review Benefit Report Next Steps and Important Things to Remember
• Add or change goals or action steps as needed
• Review who is responsible for doing what
• Identify any barriers to completing steps and help with solutions

Step 10: Proactive Follow-Up
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check in to see if the person is able to accomplish their steps
Check in to see if resource you referred them to is providing what they needed
Talk about reporting earnings to various agencies to help avoid overpayments
Check in on earning goal and if there may be a need to update the estimator session
or BS&A
Check in on benefits – did benefit stop or change when it shouldn’t have (or not
change when it should have)?
Identify resources person can use to reach goals and stay on top of action steps
Use the Benefit Report to keep track of what you need to do vs. what others are
doing
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Appendix
A. Setting up a Consumer in your Pro Vault
•
•
•
•
•

Go to DB101, click on “My Vault”
Go to the, “Contacts,” tab and click on it
Next to the search/filter function you can click on the blue box that has a “+” sign
and says “Add Contact.” Click on it
Fill out the contact information and click, “Save,” on the bottom
The person will now appear in the drop down menu in the Paths tab in the Vault and
you can do work on their behalf including:
 Requesting a Benefits Look Up
 Completing the Benefits Summary and
 Completing a Benefits Planning Decision Guide

B. Setting up a MyDB101 Account with a consumer
•
•
•
•

Go to www.mn.db101.org, click on “Register” on the top right corner
Have the person enter (or enter for them) their email address and make up a
password
Choose “None of these” for the Organization and click “Submit”
Help the person keep track of their user name and password (have them enter in
their password app on their phone, write it down in a safe place, keep it in their
case file, etc.)

C. Collecting Benefit Information
Requesting a BPQY
o

o

In the metro area (Bloomington, Brooklyn Center, Minneapolis, St. Paul) VR or
VR/IL staff fax releases to:
 Joani Werner, AWIC: 651-290-3811
In out-state areas VR or VR/IL staff fax releases to the local SSA office:
 Alexandria: 320-762-2726
 Austin:
507-437-8681
 Bemidji:
218-759-9107
 Brainerd: 218-825--9401
 Duluth:
218-727-9301
 Fairmont: 507-238-4794
 Hibbing:
218-263-9221
 Mankato: 507-387-4509
 Marshall : 507-532-2525
 Rochester: 507-285-0315
 St. Cloud: 320-252-7870
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Winona: 507-452-3042
Fargo
701-239-5474
Fergus Falls 218-739-5475
Jamestown 701-251-1511
Grand Forks 701-772-8622
Sioux Falls 605-330-4633
Watertown 605-886-9162
Yankton
605-665-8087

o
o
o

Include cover sheet with “Release is for a BPQY for the SSDI Project” noted
Put return fax # on cover sheet and release
Put your name on the release




The request will generally be processed within two working days.
One copy of the BPQY will be mailed or faxed to you and a copy will be mailed
to the person or rep payee at the address on record with SSA.

Requesting a DB101 Benefit Lookup Worksheet
Helping the Person Request a Benefit Lookup Through Their Own Vault
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

After they’ve registered and are logged into their DB101 account you can help the
person get their own benefits information.
They can store their benefit information in their DB101 Vault so they have it in the
future.
Click on the “My Vault” tab
Click on “What happens to my benefits when I work?”
Click on “Get a Benefits Lookup,” and “Request Lookup”
Go through the info and click “Next”
Have the person (or help the person) enter their name, date of birth and one other
identifying item (address, county case number or PMI number),
Check the box that says, “Send a copy of my results to a counselor” and enter your
email address,
Click “Next”
The person will receive an email when the benefit lookup is done. It will also
automatically show up in their Vault and your Vault. Click on the blue notification
bell on the top right corner to get the information.

Requesting Benefit Lookup Through the Pro Vault
When you need a benefits look up you can request it on behalf of the consumer through
your professional Vault account:
• Go to DB101 and click on “My Vault” tab at the top of the page:
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•

Create their contact in your Pro Vault
• Click on the Contacts Tab and “Add a Contact.”

•

Fill out the contact information for the person you are working with and Click
“Save.”
Go back to the Paths tab in your Vault
Choose the consumer you want to work with in the drop down menu under,
“Paths.”

•
•

•

•

Once you have chosen the person you want to work with you will see an orange
box around the activities. This indicates that you are now working in a Pro
Session.
Click on the Pro Benefits Planning box to begin working on behalf of the
consumer
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•

Under the first tab “Get a Benefits Lookup,” you can now request a benefits look
up on behalf of the consumer you are assisting.
o You will need to upload the Partner Release of Information for the
benefits look up to be completed.
o A benefits lookup request will be sent to staff at the Department of
Human Services and they will complete the worksheet within two
business days.
o A copy of the benefits lookup can be sent to the person you are working
with as well if they have a Vault account.
o Once the request has been fulfilled you will receive two notifications
letting you know the benefits lookup is complete. One will be an email
and the other is a notification in the Vault. You can find this by clicking
on the bell on the top right of the Pro Vault activities.

D. Saving Favorites in DB101
•

When logged onto MyDB101 you can save favorite articles or tools by clicking on the
“Add to favorites” by the article or tool you want to save.

•

Favorites will be shown at the bottom of each screen in the “MyDB101” section.
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E. Create a Benefit Report
The Benefit Report is the deliverable for every VR referral for benefits coaching services. It is
intended to be used in conjunction with the DB101 Benefits and Work Estimator Basic Report
PDF, which contains the Estimator results page, and the Estimator Monthly Income and Expense
pages for three months (aligning with the “Snapshot” on the Estimator results page).
Instructions for Benefit Report for Path 1 and 2
 Complete the Benefits Report for every client referral.
o Share a copy of the report with the referral source (e.g., VR Counselor) and the
person.
 This is a template. It includes all of the most common information related to benefits
and work.
Be sure to:
o Delete information or entire sections of this report that are not applicable to the
client.
o Read through the ENTIRE document before printing or sharing to make sure all
template text has been removed.
 It is important to begin with a new template rather than editing one previously saved
when creating a new Benefit Report.
 Use the “Find & Replace” feature to easily find the brackets [ ] and enter the correct
information throughout the entire document. E.g., [earnings goal 1] find all and replace
with the person’s actual earnings goal.
 This document has been made accessible (alt text descriptions have been added to the
charts and text boxes). However, if you are working with a person who uses a screen
reader or other device to help with reading/vision, it is recommended you remove the
charts and text boxes and simply type the information as text in the Word document.
Section-by-section Instructions:
Cover Page “Snapshot”
 Enter the client’s name, your agency name, and your name
 Enter at least one earnings goal and fill in the snapshot information.
 Note: Best practice is to include two earnings goals, whenever possible.

Your Current Situation & Work Plans Section
 Your Current Benefits:
o List all of the agencies you verified benefits with. Most often you will list the
Department of Human Services and Social Security, but may also have others
like the landlord, Veteran’s Affairs, etc.
o Remove any agencies that are listed in the template text that you did not
contact.
o List all of the benefits you verified, and remove any of the benefits they do not
get.
o If they get a benefit you were not able to verify, include the benefit with a note
that you were not able to verify it with any agency. Connect with your Hub
mentor if you are not sure if you should include the benefit in the Estimator or
the Report.
 Your Work Plans: Include a description of
o Their current work, if any
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o
o

Employment services they get (including VR),
Help they’ve said they need, (always include “Help understanding what happens
to my benefits when I go to work.”),

o

Future work and earnings goal(s) you’ve
talked about,
By this time, you should have used the
DB101 Vault “Make a Work Plan” activity
to document the earnings goal in the
Vault. The goal in this report and on the
“Make a Work Plan” activity should be
the same.

o

Your Cash Benefits & Work Section
 By this time, you should have completed a Benefits and
Work Estimator session. Use information you get from
the DB101 Benefits & Work Estimator Session Results
“Monthly Income/Expense” tab to fill in the “impact of
earnings” on each benefit.
o Talk to your mentor if you don’t understand how
to read or interpret the Estimator results.
 Only include information listed in the template language.
Keep it simple. If there is something important to tell
them about the benefit or another benefit that might be
helpful, include it in the “Important Things to Remember”
section.
 You may also need to include information you get through
conversation, documentation and the Vault to complete
this section of the report.
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Managing Benefits & Reporting Your Income Section
 By this time, you should have complete the Managing
Benefits activity in the Vault. Copy and paste the
information from the results of that activity into this
section.

Next Steps section
 Always include “Carefully review this report” and “Contact (your name) when you have
a job offer, a change in hours, or a change in pay”
 Include anything the person or someone on their team needs to do in the next few
weeks or months to make sure benefits are stable and/or to help move toward their
work goal.
o Examples could include scheduling meetings; applying for a benefit; contacting
the Social Security claims rep or county financial worker to report a change or
correct an error; or talking to their VR counselor, case manager, teacher, family
or someone else about their plans.
Important Things to Remember section
List anything that is important to call out that weren’t included anywhere else in the report.
This could include things details about a specific work incentive, a reminder to pay attention
to other family member’s benefits, information on other programs or benefit that might be
helpful, etc.
Agencies That Can Help Section
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By this time, you should have completed the Build a Benefits Planning Team activity in the
Vault. Use the information from the results of that activity to enter the agencies and
individuals who can help the person reach their
employment goal and/or deal with benefit issues
here. Always include the Disability Hub MN and
your agency.

My Contact Information Section
Enter your name, phone number and email address.
Instructions for Benefit Report for Path 3
General Instructions:
 Complete a Benefit Report for every client referral.
o Write the Benefit Report, even if the person is on Path 3 of the Decision Guide
and will need a full Benefit Summary and Analysis (BS&A). Use the “BS&A
Required Benefit Report” template.
o Share a copy of the report with the referral source (e.g., VR Counselor) and the
person.
 The Benefit Report is a template. It includes all of the most common information related
to benefits and work.
Be sure to:
o Delete information or entire sections of this report that are not applicable to the
client.
o Read through the ENTIRE document before printing or sharing to make sure all
template text has been removed.
 It is important to begin with a new template rather than editing one previously saved
when creating a new Benefit Report.
 Use the “Find & Replace” feature to easily find the brackets [ ] and enter the correct
information throughout the entire document.
 This document has been made accessible (alt text descriptions have been added to the
charts and text boxes). However, if you are working with a person who uses a screen
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reader or other device to help with reading/vision, it is recommended you remove the
charts and text boxes and simply type the information as text in the Word document.

Section-by-section Instructions:
Cover Page “Snapshot”
 Enter the client’s name, your agency name, and your name
 Enter the reason a BS&A is needed and the name of the Hub Work and Benefit Planner
who will be writing the BS&A in the text box.

Your Current Situation & Work Plans Section
 Your Current Benefits:
o List all of the agencies you verified benefits with. Most often you will list the
Department of Human Services and Social Security, but may also have others
like the landlord, Veteran’s Affairs, etc.
o Remove any agencies that are listed in the template text that you did not
contact.
o List all of the benefits you verified, and remove any of the benefits they do not
get.
o If they get a benefit you were not able to verify, include the benefit with a note
that you were not able to verify it with any agency. Connect with your Hub
mentor if you are not sure if you should include the benefit in the Estimator or
the Report.
 Your Work Plans: Include a description of
o Their current work, if any
o Employment services they get (including VR),
o Help they’ve said they need, (always include “Help understanding what happens
to my benefits when I go to work.”),
o
o

Future work and earnings goal(s) you’ve
talked about,
By this time, you should have used the
DB101 Vault “Make a Work Plan” activity
to document the earnings goal in the
Vault. The goal in this report and on the
“Make a Work Plan” activity should be
the same.
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Managing Benefits & Reporting Your Income Section
 By this time, you should have complete the Managing
Benefits activity in the Vault. Copy and paste the
information from the results of that activity into this
section.

Next Steps section
 Always include “Carefully review this report,” “Contact (your name) when you have a
job offer, a change in hours, or a change in pay,” and “Schedule meeting with (Hub
mentor’s name) to review BS&A” with your name listed as person responsible.
 Include anything the person or someone on their team needs to do in the next few
weeks or months to make sure benefits are stable and/or to help move toward their
work goal.
o Examples could include scheduling meetings; applying for a benefit; contacting
the Social Security claims rep or county financial worker to report a change or
correct an error; or talking to their VR counselor, case manager, teacher, family
or someone else about their plans.
Important Things to Remember section
List anything that is important to call out that weren’t included anywhere else in the report.
This could include things details about a specific work incentive, a reminder to pay attention
to other family member’s benefits, information on other programs or benefit that might be
helpful, etc.
Agencies That Can Help Section
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By this time, you should have completed the Build a Benefits Planning Team activity in the
Vault. Use the information from the results of that activity to enter the agencies and
individuals who can help the person reach their
employment goal and/or deal with benefit issues
here. Always include the Disability Hub MN and
your agency.

My Contact Information Section
Enter your name, phone number and email address.

F. Connecting with the Disability Hub MN Work & Benefits Planners
All Options Counselors at the Hub are trained and can help with general questions about
benefits and work. You can call the HUB at 1-866-333-2466 any time with general questions or
chat online at DB101.org.
HUB Work and Benefit Planners are Options Counselors who are certified Community Work
Incentive Coordinators (CWIC) and have a deeper level of expertise. Once you have completed
the Benefits Coach certification process, you will be partnered with a Work and Benefit Planners
(WBP) mentor. Your WBP mentor is available to provide technical assistance and write full
Benefit Summary and Analyses (BS&A) for people who need them. WBP’s can also help answer
questions about DB101 estimator session results, complicated benefits, work incentives, and
thinking through the Benefits Planning Decision Guide and reviewing the Benefit Report. They
can provide case consultation and participate in meetings, as time allows (in-person, phone or
video conferencing). Be sure to coordinate scheduling of meetings if you would like them to
attend. When getting technical assistance from a Hub WBP, be prepared to share all
information you have about the person you’re workig with, including:


VR Application/Applicant Information (if available)
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Benefit Planning Query (BPQY) (required)
Benefits Planning Decision Guide (required)
Benefit Lookup (required)
Financial Inventory (if available)
Benefits Planning Summary (if available)
Benefit Report (if available)
Additional Releases of Information (as necessary, e.g., housing)

G. Completing & Sharing DB101 Estimator Sessions
Prior to meeting with the participant:
•

Develop your DB101 session strategy in your Pro Vault based on whether someone
is ready to work off benefits or is hesitant to work off benefits.

•

Build out an initial estimator session with information collected in your Vault

Idea: Enter in different amounts to make sure you know what
scenarios will lead to someone being better off working. Remember if
someone is worse off, the Estimator will tell them what they need to do
to be better off. This will help you set some initial benchmarks to try.

•

When done - Share this Session with your assigned Work and Benefits Planner for
review.

•

Share completed session with participant

•

•

On "Your Results" page, click on "Share this Session" on the right hand of
screen and follow instructions or you can share the session through the Pro
Vault feature of DB101

•

Explain to the participant that they will receive a copy of the session that
they can view or change
Come back and update session(s) along the way to educate, demonstrate, or build
in changes as people’s goals and questions evolve
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H. Related Worksheets and Forms

Name

Purpose

Who fills out

1. VR Application
or Applicant
Information
Form

Collects information to determine
eligibility for VRS services.

VR Counselor

2. Release of
Information

Gives permission to get person’s
benefit information

VR Counselor or Benefit Coach

3. BPQY
4. DB101 Benefit
Lookup
Worksheet
5. Benefits
Planning
Decision Guide
6. BSA Benefit
Verification
7. Benefits
Planning
Summary

8. Benefit Report

9. Referral for
Benefits
Coaching

Gives beneficiary's benefits and
work history as stored in SSA's
electronic records.
Gives state benefits and other
information needed to complete a
DB101 Estimator Session (stored in
county/DHS’ electronic records)
Determine if WBP consult or BSA
needed.
Initiates the BSA Development
Process
Officially starts BSA development,
provides more in-depth verification
of benefits to complete BSA
Gives information about benefits and
income not provided on the BPQY or
DB101 Benefit Lookup Worksheet
Deliverable to the referral source.
Pulls together information from the
Benefit Summary, Benefits Lookup
and estimator session (separate
attachment).
Requests benefits coaching services
from IL/VR Benefit Coach

Social Security

DHS – DB101 Chat or Vault
(Requested by Benefit Coach)

Benefit Coach & WBP

DHS (Requested by WBP)

Benefit Coach & WBP

Benefit Coach

VR Counselor
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Sample SSA 3288 - Release of Information (two required, one shown here)
(actual forms available on DB101 Partner Tab & VR Sharepoint site)
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Sample Partner Release of Information (two pages)
(actual form available on DB101 Partner Tab & VR Sharepoint site)
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Sample Partner Release of Information (page 2)

26

Benefits Planning Query (BPQY) Sample (First page only)
(Requested by VR or Benefit Coach. Shared with WBP.)

27

DB101 Benefits Lookup (Pro Vault)
(Requested by Benefit Coach, completed by DHS.)

28

PAY CLOSE ATTENTION HERE

29

Benefits Planning Summary (3 screens; Basics, Work and Health)
(Completed by Benefit Coach with follow-up by WBP. Available on DB101 Partners Tab)

30

31

These 4 expand when clicked
allowing the support person’s
contact information to be
entered.
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33

34

35

36

Benefits Planning Decision Guide (Pro Vault)
(Completed by Benefit Coach and send to the WBP. Included in referral to WBP)

37

38

39

40

Referral for Benefits Coaching Services (page 1)
(Completed by VR Counselor, sent to Benefit Coach. Available on DB101 Partner Tab)

41

Referral for Benefits Coaching Services (page 2)
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HUB General Number: 1-866-333-2466
HUB Work & Benefits Planners
Name

Office Location

Marcy LaCroix

Hub – Bemidji

Khadra Jimale

Hub-Rochester

Heidi Jabary

Hub-Rochester

Scott Frisby

Duluth VR

Heather Stillwell

Hub - Duluth

Chris Chandler

Hub-St. Paul

Jennifer Wiltse

Cambridge VR

Melissa Pascoe

Hub – St. Paul

Christine Ojeda

Hub-Bemidji

Lauren Mayer

Hub-St. Paul

Rachel Wiebold

Hub-Rochester

Contact





marcyl@semcil.org
1-866-333-2466, ext. 88023
khadraj@semcil.org
1-866-333-2466, ext. 89029









heidij@semcil.org
1-866-333-2466, ext. 88017
Scottf@semil.org
218-302-8431
1-866-333-2466, ext. 89011
Heathers@semcil.org
1-866-333-2466, ext. 89019






Chriss@mcil-mn.org
1-866-333-2466, ext. 88070
Jenniferw@mcil-mn.org
1-866-333-2466, ext. 8808










Melissap@mcil-mn.org
1-866-333-2466, ext. 88059
christineo@mcil-mn.org
1-866-333-2466 ext. 88050
laurenm@mcil-mn.org
1-866-333-2466 ext. 88042
rachelw@semcil.org
1-866-333-2466 ext. 89022

DHS Admin
Beth Grube

Beth.Grube@state.mn.us

651-431-2754

Abigail Helget

Abigail.Helget@state.mn.us

651-341-4640

